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Risborough Expansion
New Local Plan - Water Supply for Princes Risborough

FAO WDC Planning Team
Under the Timeline heading for the New Local Plan one of the two stated objectives is To Recognise the High
Environmental Quality of The District.
As you may be aware, our chalk stream ecosystem is under severe stress and we have lost many miles of flowing
watercourses in the Chilterns. In June this year Chalk Streams in Crisis, a joint report by twelve organisations, including
Chilterns Conservation Board and BBOWT, was published. This document will inform much of the House of Commons
debate on the issue taking place tomorrow, 22 July.
I note that the NLP Supporting Evidence includes a Safeguarded Reservoir section by Thames Water. Also, at the 16 July
Town Expansion meeting with Risborough area residents one of the WDC panel (Aude?), indicated that TW would not
be increasing abstraction volume from local boreholes, to meet water supply requirements of the imminent
development.
Further to the above, we would ask that WDC and Thames Water include a written commitment in the NLP to
guarantee that further town development will not rely on any additional groundwater being drawn from the chalk
aquifer, thus exacerbating an already dire environmental problem.
Regards
Martyn Jarvis
On behalf of Risborough Environmental Group
Sent from my iPad
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Wycombe District Council has scanned this email and attachments for viruses but does not accept any responsibilities
for viruses once this email has been transmitted. The recipient is responsible for scanning emails and any attachments
for viruses themselves.
Two councils instead of five - the best solution for the people of Bucks There is currently a debate in Buckinghamshire
about the future of local government. The district councils' proposal is for two new unitary councils for Bucks. We
believe this is the best solution for the people who live and work here. Find out more at www.modernisingbucks.org
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